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Abstract—Non-linear precoding for the downlink of a multiuser
MISO (multiple-input single-output) communication system in
the presence of imperfect channel state information (CSI) is considered. The base station is equipped with multiple transmit antennas and each user terminal is equipped with a single receive
antenna. The CSI at the transmitter is assumed to be perturbed
by an estimation error. We propose a robust minimum mean
square error (MMSE) Tomlinson-Harashima precoder (THP)
design, which can be formulated as an optimization problem
that can be solved efficiently by the method of alternating optimization (AO). In this method of optimization, the entire set of
optimization variables is partitioned into non-overlapping subsets, and an iterative sequence of optimizations on these subsets
is carried out, which is often simpler compared to simultaneous
optimization over all variables. In our problem, the application
of the AO method results in a second-order cone program which
can be numerically solved efficiently. The proposed precoder is
shown to be less sensitive to imperfect channel knowledge. Simulation results illustrate the improvement in performance compared to other robust linear and non-linear precoders in the literature.

Keywords – Multiuser MISO downlink, multiuser interference, imperfect
CSI, Tomlinson-Harashima precoder, alternating optimization method.
I. I NTRODUCTION
There has been considerable interest in multiuser multipleinput multiple-output (MIMO) wireless communications in
view of their potential for transmit diversity and increased
channel capacity [1],[2]. Since it is difficult to provide mobile user terminals with large number of antennas due to space
constraints, multiuser multiple-input single-output (MISO) wireless communications on the downlink, where the base station
is equipped with multiple transmit antennas and each user terminal is equipped with a single receive antenna is of significant practical interest. In such multiuser MISO systems, multiuser interference at the receiver is a crucial issue. One way
to deal with this interference issue is to use multiuser detection [3] at the receivers, which increases the receiver complexity. As an alternate way, transmit side processing in the
form of precoding is being studied widely [2],[4]. Several
linear precoders such as transmit zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean square error (MMSE) filters, and non-linear precoders including Tomlinson-Harashima precoder (THP) have
been proposed and widely investigated in the literature [5],[6].
Non-linear precoding strategies, though more complex than
the linear strategies, result in improved performance compared to linear pre-processing. Transmit side precoding techniques, linear or non-linear, can render the receiver side processing at the user terminal simpler. However, transmit side
precoding techniques require channel state information (CSI)
at the transmitter.

Several studies on transmit precoding assume perfect knowledge of CSI at the transmitter. However, in practice, CSI at
the transmitter suffers from inaccuracies caused by errors in
channel estimation and/or limited, delayed or erroneous feedback. The performance of precoding schemes is sensitive to
such inaccuracies [7]. Several papers in the literature have
proposed precoder designs, both linear and non-linear, which
are robust in the presence of channel estimation errors [8],[9].
In this paper, we consider non-linear precoding for the downlink of a multiuser MISO wireless communication system in
the presence of imperfect CSI. The CSI at the transmitter is
assumed to be perturbed by estimation error. We propose a
robust MMSE THP design, which can be formulated as an
optimization problem that can be solved efficiently by the
method of alternating optimization (AO) [10]. In this method
of optimization, the entire set of optimization parameters is
partitioned into non-overlapping subsets, and an iterative sequence of optimizations on these subsets is carried out, which
is often simpler compared to simultaneous optimization over
all parameters. In our problem, the application of the AO
method results in a second-order cone program which can
be numerically solved efficiently. The proposed non-linear
precoder is shown to be less sensitive to imperfect channel
knowledge. Simulation results illustrate the improvement in
performance compared to other robust linear and non-linear
precoders in the literature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we
present the system model. The proposed robust non-linear
precoder design is presented in Sec. III. Performance results
and comparisons are presented in Sec. IV. Conclusions are
presented in Sec. V.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a multiuser MISO system, where a base station
(BS) communicates with Nu users on the downlink. A block
diagram of the system considered is shown in Fig. 1. The
BS employs Nt transmit antennas and each user is equipped
with one receive antenna. Let u denote1 the Nu × 1 data
symbol vector, where ui , i = 1, 2, · · · , Nu , denotes the complex valued data symbol meant for user i. Transmit preprocessing is carried out on this vector u. The output of
the pre-processing operation is denoted by the Nt × 1 vector
x, where xj , j = 1, 2, · · · , Nt , denotes the complex-valued
symbol transmitted on the jth transmit antenna.
1 Vectors are denoted by boldface lowercase letters, and matrices are denoted by boldface uppercase letters. [.]T , [.]H , and [.]† , denote transpose,
Hermitian, and pseudo-inverse operations, respectively. [A]ij denotes the
element on the ith row and jth column of the matrix A. vec(.) operator
stacks the columns of the input matrix into one column-vector.
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Fig. 1. Multiuser MISO Downlink with imperfect CSI at the transmitter.

The received signal at user i, denoted by yi , can be written as
yi =

Nt
X

(1)

hij xj + ni ,

i=1

where hij denotes the complex channel gain from the transmit antenna j to the receive antenna of user i, and ni is an
i.i.d complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and
variance of σn2 representing the noise at the ith receiver. The
channel gains are assumed to be independent zero mean complex Gaussian variables of equal variance E[|hij |2 ] = 1. The
received signals at all the user nodes can be represented in
vector form as
y
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= Hx + n,

where H is the Nu × Nt channel matrix, given by
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y = [y1 , y2 , · · · , yNu ] , x = [x1 , x2 , · · · , xNt ] , and n =
T
[n1 , n2 , · · · , nNu ] .
A. Tomlinson-Harashima Precoder
We consider the well known Tomlinson-Harashima precoder
(THP) as the transmit side pre-processor. The block diagram
of the THP is shown in Fig. 2. The I − G operation in Fig.
2 essentially performs successive interference cancellation at
the transmitter, and the mod (M ) operation ensures that the
resulting cancelled output values are contained within a certain acceptable range, where M is the cardinality of the modulation alphabet. The matrix G is upper triangular with unit
diagonal.
The THP design involves the choice of the matrices B and G
using the knowledge of the channel matrix H at the transmitter. This choice can be made based on the optimization of certain metrics, such as signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), mean
square error (MSE), etc. As mentioned earlier, it is of interest

to consider imperfect channel knowledge at the transmitter.
Consequently, in the following, we address the problem of
choosing B and G for the case of imperfect CSI at the transmitter. Specifically, we propose a robust precoder design that
employs the alternating optimization (AO) method to obtain
B and G for the case of imperfect CSI.
B. Channel Uncertainty Model
The precoder design in this paper is based on a statistical
model for the error in CSI at the transmitter. In this model,
the true channel matrix H is represented as
b + E,
H=H

(4)

b is the estimated channel matrix and E is the estimawhere H
tion error matrix. The error matrix E is assumed to be Gaus2
sian distributed with zero mean and E{EEH } = σE
INu Nu ,
where E{.} denotes the expectation operator. This model is
suitable for systems with uplink-downlink reciprocity [8].
III. ROBUST THP D ESIGN
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In this section, we present the design of the proposed robust
THP for the case of imperfect CSI, under an average transmit power constraint. In this case, the matrices B and G are
chosen such that the system performance does not fall below
a desired level even when the CSI at the transmitter is imperfect. In order to achieve this, the channel error model has to
be suitably taken into account in the optimization. One way
to do this, in the case of a stochastic model of errors in CSI, is
to consider the performance metric averaged over the error as
the optimization objective [8]. We adopt this method in our
approach to the design of robust THP.
In order to simplify the analysis, we resort to a linear representation of the modulo device [11], as shown in Fig. 3. The
signal vectors a and d in Fig. 3 are introduced to satisfy the
requirement that w has the same value as in the case of modulo operation. The modulo operation at the transmitter alters
the statistics of the precoded symbols. Let Φw = E{wwH }
and Φu = E{uuH }. Φw is a diagonal matrix, and [Φw ]ii =
M
(M −1) [Φu ]ii , i = 1, · · · , Nu .
In the case of perfect CSI at the transmitter, an MMSE THP
design can be obtained by minimizing the mean squared error
(MSE), , between the scaled value of the symbol vector d
and the received vector y, given by
n
o
 = E k c d − y k2
n
o
= Ew,n k c d − HBw + n k2 ,
(5)








b + E and using (11) in (9), the objective
Substituting H = H
in (10) can be rewritten as
n
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Fig. 3. Linear representation of the modulo device.

where the 2nd step in (5) follows from x = Bw (as seen from
Fig. 2), and the expectation is over the noise vector, n, and
the modified symbol vector, w. Also, from Fig. 3, it can be
seen that d = Gw. Substituting Gw for d in (5),  can be
written as

 = Ew wH (cG − HB)H (cG − HB)w + Nu σn2 . (6)
b + E, in order to make the
Under imperfect CSI, since H = H
design robust, we consider the MSE in (6) averaged over the
error matrix E (in addition to averaging over w and n) as the
performance metric for the optimization. This optimization
is performed subject to an average transmit power constraint.
The average transmit power, PT , is given by

P T = E xH x

= E wH BH Bw
= trace(BH BΦw ).

(7)

Assuming Φw = INu , PT can be expressed as
PT = trace(BH B).

(8)

As the last term in (6) is a constant, this term can be dropped
from the objective function. Now, taking the expectation of
(6) over E, we get

EE,w wH (cG − HB)H (cG − HB)w
= EE {trace((cG − HB)H (cG − HB))Φw )}

= EE {trace((cG − HB)H (cG − HB)))}. (9)
Based on the above development, we can formulate the proposed robust MMSE THP design problem as the following
constrained optimization program:
min
B,G,c

subject to


EE trace((cG − HB)H (cG − HB)))

trace(BBH ) ≤ Pth ,
c ≥ cth .

(10)

The scaling factor c is lower-bounded in order to avoid the
trivial solution of c = 0 and B = 0.
b + E) =
Let g = vec(G), b = vec(B), and A = I ⊗ (H
b
A + Ã. Then,
b + E)B) = cg − Ab.
vec(cG − (H

(11)

(12)

In the above, both b and g are optimization parameters, whereas in a linear precoder only b is the optimization parameter.
Using (12), and noting that the second constraint in (10) is
active at optimality, the optimization problem in (10) can be
rewritten as
min
4
b − cth g k2 +σ 2 k b k2
J(b, g) = k Ab
E
b, g
subject to k b k2 ≤ Pth .
(13)
A. Alternating Optimization
As the optimization has to be performed with respect to both
b and g in (13), we can use the method of Alternating Optimization (AO) [10], wherein the optimization over an entire set of variables is replaced by a sequence of easier optimizations involving grouped subsets of the variables. In the
present problem, we partition the optimization set {b, g} into
the non-overlapping subsets {b} and {g} and perform the
optimization with respect to these subsets in an alternating
fashion.
The algorithmic form of the alternating optimization for the
computation of the matrices G and B is shown in Table-I. At
the (n + 1)th iteration, the value of b is the solution to the
following problem
bn+1 = argmin J(b, gn )
,
b

(14)

where b satisfies the constraint in (13). This problem can
be efficiently solved as a second order cone program [12].
Having computed bn+1 , gn+1 is the solution to the following
problem:
gn+1 = argmin J(bn+1 , g)
,
(15)
g
This problem has the following solution:
 


1
n+1
g
=
vec triu mat Abn+1 + I , (16)
cth
where mat(.) operator constructs a square matrix from the input vector and triu(.) operator extracts the upper triangular
part of the input matrix. This alternating optimization over
{b} and {g} can be repeated till convergence of the optimization variables. As the objective in (13) is monotonically
decreasing after each iteration and is lower bounded, convergence is guaranteed. The iteration is terminated when the
norm of the difference in the results of consecutive iterations
are below a threshold or when the maximum number of iterations is reached.
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TABLE−I : Algorithm for computation of precoding matrices
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In this section, we illustrate the performance of the proposed
algorithm evaluated through simulations. The channel fading
is modeled as Rayleigh, with the channel matrix H comprising of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) samples
of a complex Gaussian process with zero mean and unit variance. We compare this performance with other precoders in
the literature. The comparison is based on the average uncoded bit error rate (BER) versus the average signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), which is defined as NPuTσ2 [8]. The modulation
n
scheme used is QPSK. The elements of the estimation error matrix, E, are generated independently from zero-mean
2
. We compare the BER
Gaussian distribution of variance σE
performance of the proposed robust MMSE-THP with that of
i) the robust linear MMSE precoder in [8], and ii) the robust ZF-THP in [9]. Figure 4 shows the BER performance
of the various precoders in a system with four transmit antennas (Nt = 4) at the BS, four users (Nu = 4) with one
receive antenna each, and channel estimation error with vari2
ance σE
= 0.05. For the same system parameters setting, Fig.
2
= 0.2. From Figs. 4 and 5, it can
5 presents the results for σE
be observed that the proposed robust MMSE-THP performs
better than the robust linear MMSE precoder in [8] as well
as the robust ZF-THP in [9]. The performance cross-overs
between the THP precoders and the linear MMSE precoder
at low SNRs are due to the power enhancement effect of the
modulo operation in the THP.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We addressed the problem of designing a robust non-linear
precoder for MISO systems with imperfect channel state information. It was shown that the precoder design problem
can be formulated as an optimization problem, which can be
solved using the method of Alternating Optimization. This
robust non-linear precoder outperforms the robust zero-forcing
THP and the robust MMSE linear precoder reported in the literature before. So far in this study, we have assumed that all
users are homogeneous in terms of their required QoS (i.e.,
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Fig. 4. Uncoded BER versus average SNR performance for different precoders with imperfect CSI at the transmitter: i) robust linear MMSE precoder in [8],, ii) robust ZF THP in [9], and iii) proposed robust MMSE
2 = 0.05.
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Fig. 5. Uncoded BER versus average SNR performance for different precoders with imperfect CSI at the transmitter: i) robust linear MMSE precoder in [8], ii) robust ZF THP in [9], and iii) proposed robust MMSE THP.
2 = 0.2.
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required SIR or BER). We are extending the proposed optimization approach to the case of different QoS requirements
for different users.
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